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ABSTRACT
The most distant Kuiper belt objects appear to be clustered in longitude of perihelion and in
orbital pole position. To date, the only two suggestions for the cause of these apparent clusterings
have been either the effects of observational bias or the existence of the distant giant planet in an
eccentric inclined orbit known as Planet Nine. To determine if observational bias can be the cause of
these apparent clusterings, we develop a rigorous method of quantifying the observational biases in
the observations of longitude of perihelion and orbital pole position. From this now more complete
understanding of the biases we calculate that the probability that these distant Kuiper belt objects
would be clustered as strongly as observed in both longitude of perihelion and in orbital pole position
is only 0.2%. While explanations other than Planet Nine may someday be found, the statistical
significance of this clustering is now difficult to discount.
1. INTRODUCTION
The apparent physical alignment of the perihelion posi-
tion and orbital poles of many of the most distant Kuiper
belt objects (KBOs) has been taken to be evidence of a
massive eccentric inclined planet well beyond Neptune
(Batygin & Brown 2016). To date no successful alterna-
tive dynamical explanation for such clustering has been
suggested. Instead, discussion has focused on the pos-
sibility that the apparent physical alignments might be
due to either random chance or highly affected by ob-
servational bias or both. Observational bias for distant
objects is of critical concern. Objects on these extremely
eccentric orbits are often found close to perihelion, so the
sky distribution of observational surveys has a strong ef-
fect on the distribution of observed values of longitude of
perihelion. Observations near the ecliptic preferentially
find objects with longitude of ascending node close to the
longitude of the observation, providing a strong potential
bias to the pole position, too.
In Batygin & Brown (2016) we made a simple estimate
of the possibility of observational bias by suggesting that
the biases in the discoveries of objects with semimajor
axes beyond 230 AU should not differ significantly from
those of discoveries from 50 to 230 AU. We found that un-
der this assumption the probability that the clustering of
the then 6 known objects beyond 230 AU was highly sig-
nificant. Given this simplistic initial assumption about
observational biases and the importance of understand-
ing this potential clustering, Brown (2017) developed a
more rigorous method of estimating the longitude of per-
ihelion bias by using the collection of all reported KBO
discoveries to back out the probabilities that distant ec-
centric objects could have been detected in the collection
of all surveys to date. No reliable method was available
for evaluating the biases in pole position, however, ren-
dering this work incomplete.
Conversely, calculation of the full set of observational
biases for the well calibrated OSSOS survey found that
their discovery of 4 objects with semimajor axis beyond
230 AU was consistent with a uniform distribution of or-
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bital angles (Shankman et al. 2017), in apparent conflict
with the clustering observed elsewhere. Unfortunately,
although OSSOS collected by far the largest number of
well characterized discoveries of KBOs, the survey was
limited to two regions of ecliptic longitude, and these two
longitudes are nearly orthogonal to the apparent longi-
tude of perihelion clustering. As a result, the strength of
the constraint on clustering from OSSOS is not yet clear,
and will be analyzed below.
The lack of an explicit calculation of the bias in pole
position in Brown (2017) remains a key impediment
to a full treatment of the effect of observational biases
on the observed clustering of distant objects. Here we
extend the technique developed in that paper (which
is in itself an extension of the technique developed in
Trujillo & Brown (2001)) to develop a method to fully
include both longitude of perihelion and orbital pole po-
sition in our bias calculations. We use these full bias cal-
culations to determine the probability that a randomly
distributed set of distant objects would be simultane-
ously clustered in longitude of perihelion and in pole po-
sition as strongly as the observations suggest.
2. LONGITUDE OF PERIHELION BIAS
Before developing our general method, we first revisit
and update the longitude of perihelion bias. As of 1 July
2018, there are 14 known objects with perihelion beyond
Neptune and semimajor axis beyond 230 AU. We calcu-
late the longitude of perihelion bias for each object inde-
pendently using the method of Batygin & Brown (2016),
in which we use the entire MPC data base of reported
Kuiper belt object discoveries (again, as of 1 July 2018)
to determine probabilities of discovering distant KBOs as
a function of longitude of perihelion. Previously, we cal-
culated the significance of the clustering by determining
the Rayleigh Z statistic, taking each longitude of peri-
helion, projecting a unit vector in that direction, taking
the two-dimensional average of all of the vectors, and as-
sessing the significance of the length of the mean vector.
Here we slightly modify this procedure.
Instead of projecting a unit vector into the geometrical
direction of the longitude, we instead employ canonically
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Fig. 1.— (a) The canonical (x, y) coordinates for the 14 known KBOs with semimajor axis greater than 230 AU. These coordinates
point in the direction of the longitude of perihelion of each object but are modulated by a function of eccentricity. The average position of
(0.13, 0.43) is marked in red. The distance away from the origin of this average is a measure of the strength of the clustering. (b) Average
(x, y) positions of each of 100,000 iterations in which we randomly select longitudes of perihelion from the bias distribution functions for
each of the 14 objects (under the assumption that the longitudes are distributed uniformly) and then compute the average (x, y) position
of the 14 random objects of each iteration. The average (x, y) position of the 14 real distant objects (red point) is more strongly clustered
than 96% of the random iterations where the longitudes are assumed to be uniform (enclosed within the red ellipse). Overall, a population
of objects which was uniform in longitude of perihelion would be biased on average to have a longitude of perihelion clustering towards -7
degrees, shown as a green point.
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Fig. 2.— (a) The canonical (p, q) coordinates for the 14 known KBOs with semimajor axis greater than 230 AU. These coordinates point
in the direction of the longitude of ascending node with a magnitude of approximately sin i, but modulated by a function of eccentricity.
The average position of (−0.02, 0.13) is marked in red. (b) Average (p, q) positions of 100,000 iterations in which we randomly select pole
positions for the 14 distant KBOs using the bias distribution functions and assuming a uniform distribution of node and a scattered disk-like
distribution in inclination and calculate the average (p, q) position for each iteration. The average (p, q) position of the 14 real distant
objects (red point) is more strongly clustered than 96.5% of the random iterations (enclosed in the red ellipse). Overall the observations
are biased to have a pole position bias along a line of nodes from 17 to 197 degrees as can be seen from the elongation of the cloud of points
along that line.
3conjugated variables to more properly represent the or-
bital parameters. Starting with the reduced Poincare´
action-angle coordinates (e.g. Morbidelli 2002)
Γ = 1−
√
1− e2 γ = −̟
Z =
√
1− e2 (1− cos(i)) z = −Ω. (1)
(here we have scaled Γ and Z by Λ =
√
GM⊙ a, as this
factor does not affect our analysis), we define our cluster-
ing in terms of canonical Cartesian analogs of Poincare´
variables, defined as:
x =
√
2 Γ cos(̟) y =
√
2 Γ sin(̟) (2)
p =
√
2Z cos(Ω) q =
√
2Z sin(Ω). (3)
In practice, the (x, y) coordinate of an object is sim-
ply a vector in the direction of the longitude of perihe-
lion, properly scaled by a function of eccentricity, and the
(p, q) coordinate is a projection of the orbital pole posi-
tion of the object (for small values of i) also properly
scaled by a function of eccentricity. We will thus use the
clustering of these vectors as the appropriate measures
for the clustering of the longitude of perihelion and the
pole position. As all of the eccentricities of the distant
objects are between 0.69 and 0.98, using the (x, y, p, q)
coordinate system rather than the simple angle of the
longitude of perihelion and the projected pole position
makes little difference to the final result, but an advan-
tage of adopting these coordinates is that by virtue of
the Poisson bracket criterion, (x, y, p, q) provides an or-
thogonal basis set for representing orbital parameters.
Below, we will combine the longitude of perihelion and
pole position clustering into a single value in (x, y, p, q)
space, necessitating this orthogonal basis.
With the appropriate variables defined, we return to
computing the bias in the longitude of perihelion. Figure
1(a) shows the position of each of the 14 known objects in
(x, y) space. The average of these position is (0.13,0.43),
corresponding to an average clustering in longitude of
perihelion in the direction of ̟ = 73 degrees. The dis-
tance from the origin of this average position shows the
strength of the clustering, in analogy to the Rayleigh Z
test, though because these are not unit vectors we cannot
use the Z test and must develop a modified measure of
significance. In order to calculate the significance of this
observed clustering, then, we perform 100,000 iterations
in which we select a random longitude of perihelion for
each of the 14 objects, sampling from the calculated bias
distribution for each object. For each iteration we then
calculate the average (x, y) coordinate of the 14 randomly
selected objects (Fig 1b). This distribution of average
positions from the 100,000 iterations shows the probabil-
ity that observations of a population that was uniformly
distributed in longitude of perihelion would have a given
average clustering.
From the distribution of these random iterations it
is apparent that there is an average bias of ̟ towards
∼ −7 degrees, nearly perpendicular to the actual cluster-
ing detected. Because the bias is not symmetric with ̟,
we calculate the probability that the clustering of the real
objects would be as strong as seen and in the direction
observed by finding the minimum-area two-dimensional
ellipse which encloses the maximum number of random
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Fig. 3.— The probability of detection of a sibling KBO to a
distant KBO, as a function of the sibling orbital pole position,
shown as a polar projection. Radial grid lines are shown ever 30
degrees in ascending node, with Ω = 0 at the right, and grid circles
are shown every 30 degrees of inclination, with zero inclination at
the center.
iteration averages and also the real data point. The red
ellipse in Fig 1b encompasses 96% of the random iter-
ations. We find that only 4% of random iterations are
clustered as significantly in longitude of perihelion as the
real data.
3. ORBITAL POLE BIAS
The distant KBOs also appear to be clustered in or-
bital pole position. In Figure 2a we show the positions
of the 14 known distant objects in (p, q) space, which es-
sentially shows the orbital pole positions of the objects.
The average position of (−0.02, 0.13) is marked.
As with the longitude of perihelion debiasing, a full de-
biasing of the observations to account for pole position
would require detailed knowledge of all surveys which
have detected KBOs. With rare exception, such infor-
mation is not available. Instead we simply have lists of
reported objects which include the derived orbital pa-
rameters, brightness, and detection location of the ob-
ject. We extend the technique developed in Brown (2017)
to use this information to compute an object-by-object
debiasing of the pole positions and inclinations of the
distant objects.
We use the fact that a survey which discovered a
KBO with a particular brightness at a particular loca-
tion would have been equally sensitive to any KBO at
least as bright as the detected object if it had been at
that position at that time (we discuss important caveats
to this assumption below). Our procedure is thus as fol-
lows. For each individual distant KBO, we go through
every known discovered KBO and ask which siblings of
the distant KBO could have been discovered at the posi-
tion of the discovered KBO. We define the siblings to be
all potential KBOs with the same absolute magnitude,
a, e, and ̟ as the distant object, but having the same
sky position as the KBO discovery. We allow the sib-
lings to be uniformly distributed in direction of orbital
motion around the discovery position. The values of Ω,
i, and mean anomaly, M for the sibling are uniquely de-
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Fig. 4.— The canonical (x, y) coordinates for the 4 distant OSSOS discoveries (blue dots). The mean of the OSSOS discoveries is shown
as a red dot, while the mean of the full set of 14 objects is shown as the green dot. (a) 100,000 iterations of randomly sampling our derived
OSSOS biases and calculating a mean (x, y) value. The mean values are patchy because there are only 4 objects and the biases are strong in
two opposite directions.The red contours enclose 85% of the points and intersect the OSSOS mean. Only 15% of the random iterations are
more clustered than the real OSSOS objects, an approximately 1σ effect. (b) 100,000 iterations of randomly sampling using the published
average OSSOS biases, rather than constructing and object-by-object bias. The large spread in longitude of perihelion positions (compared
to Fig 1(b), for example) shows the relative insensitivity of OSSOS to longitude of perihelion clustering compared to using the full dataset.
A clustering as strong as detected in the full data set (green dot) could only be detected at the 65% confidence level using the OSSOS
survey. Because of the limited survey region and small number of detected distant objects, OSSOS observations are equally consistent with
being drawn from a uniform distribution of longitudes of perihelion or with being clustered in longitude of perihelion as strongly as seen in
the ensemble data.
fined by the sky position of the discovered KBO and its
direction of orbital motion. For the derived value of M
we calculate the heliocentric distance and thus the rela-
tive magnitude that the sibling KBO would have at that
location. If the sibling KBO is bright enough that it
would have been discovered at that location (that is, it
is as bright or brighter than the true discovered KBO),
we add one to the cell position of an equal area grid on
the sky corresponding to the pole of the sibling KBO
(implemented using the IDL HEALpix library1). Re-
peating this process for all detected KBOs builds a map
that shows the relative probability of detection of the dis-
tant KBO under the assumption that pole positions are
uniform across the sky. We then repeat the entire pro-
cess for each individual distant KBO to build individual
probability distributions.
This debiasing method relies on the assumption that
KBOs discovered are a fair representation of the surveys
that have been carried out and that the surveys could
have detected any sibling KBO brighter than the real de-
tections. Important caveats and corrections to these as-
sumptions, including corrections for KBO distance, lon-
gitudinal clustering of resonant KBOs, and the latitu-
dinal surface density of KBOs are discussed in Brown
(2017). We test the sensitivity of the results to each of
these assumptions and find that the results do not de-
pend strongly on any of the precise assumptions. We
add one modification to that analysis. The large sur-
vey of Sheppard et al. (2016) is dedicated to finding dis-
1 https://healpix.jpl.nasa.gov/html/idl.htm
tant objects. As such, only objects with initial discovery
distances greater than 50 AU are tracked. The actual
survey, then, covers a much larger area than would be
inferred from the reported discoveries. We thus weight
each object discovered by Sheppard et al. (2016) by the
ratio of the expected number of objects that they would
have discovered had they tracked the closer objects to
the number of distant objects they actually detected. In
detail, we determine this ratio by noting that the num-
ber density of scattered disk objects (which comprise a
majority of objects with discovery distance r > 50 AU)
as a function of latitude is approximately proportional to
the number density of hot classical KBOs as a function
of latitude (Brown 2001), so the appropriate weighting
is the total number of known objects (with a > 40 and
r > 30 AU, as discussed in Brown (2017)) discovered
at absolute heliocentric latitudes greater than 5 degrees
(to exclude the cold classical objects) divided by the to-
tal number of these objects discovered at these latitudes
but with r > 50 AU, in both cases excluding objects dis-
covered by the Dark Energy Camera (DEC) which was
used for the survey (note that all DEC discoveries are
excluded because it is not possible to always determine
which specific survey made a specific discovery). We find
362 total objects with r > 30 AU and 35 with r > 50
AU, for a ratio of 10±2. The results are again insensitive
to the precise value used.
The probability distribution functions for the pole po-
sitions of four representative distant KBOs are shown
in Figure 3. The pole positions of discoveries of dis-
5tant KBOs are heavily biased. Deep limited area surveys
like OSSOS and the Dark Energy Survey contribute spe-
cific high probability bands in the maps that are easily
identified. Surveys that cover the sky more uniformly
have their probabilities more distributed and, while they
contribute heavily to the overall probability distribution,
they do not stand out as clearly.
While the biases are severe, no clear bias towards a
pole offset in the observed direction is obvious. We as-
sess the likelihood that observational biases lead to the
clustering in pole position by performing 100,000 itera-
tions of a test where we choose a random object from the
inclination distribution-weighted probability distribution
of each of the 14 objects and then calculate the average
(p, q) coordinates for each iteration.
As with the longitude of perihelion clustering, the ob-
served clustering in (p, q) space of the 14 distant object
appears stronger than most of the iterations in which we
assume a uniform distribution of longitudes of ascend-
ing node. To determine the significance of this cluster-
ing, we again fit a minimum area two-dimensional ellipse
to maximize the number of included randomly chosen
(p, q) points and to also include the real observed clus-
tering. The red ellipse in Fig 2b encloses 96.5% of the
random points. Only 3.5% of the random iterations are
as strongly clustered in pole position as the real observa-
tions. As can be seen (Fig 2b), a bias exists towards pole
positions with longitudes of ascending nodes along a line
from ∼ 17 to ∼ 197 degrees, the approximate longitudes
of the OSSOS survey regions.
4. COMBINING LONGITUDE OF PERIHELION AND POLE
POSITION BIAS
The probability that both longitude of perihelion and
pole position would be clustered is significantly lower
than that of either one independently. We use our pre-
viously developed method to extend our bias analysis to
explicitly calculate the probability of finding an object
with both a given longitude of perihelion and pole po-
sition. To perform this extension we simply take our
pole position bias method, which required that the ob-
ject have a longitude of perihelion equal to that observed,
and recalculate the pole position bias as a function of a
(assumed to be uniform) longitude of perihelion, which
we discretize into one degree bins. For each of the 14 ob-
served objects, with observed values of a, e, and H , we
now explicitly have the probability distribution function
that such an object would have been discovered with a
given longitude of perihelion and pole position under the
assumption that the underlying distribution is uniform
in longitude of perihelion and in pole position.
While a uniform longitude of perihelion is the correct
assumption against which to test, we clearly do not want
to assume a uniform distribution of poles. Instead we
assume a uniform distribution in longitude of ascend-
ing node and seek a realistic distribution in inclination.
We examine the inclinations of distant KBOs using the
method developed by Brown (2001). Perhaps the most
appropriate inclination distribution to assume for our ob-
jects would be the inclination distribution of the entire
scattered disk. We find that the 149 multi-opposition ob-
jects with a > 50 AU and q > 30 AU are fit by a standard
function of f(i) ∝ sin(i) exp(−i2/2σ2) with σ = 14.9±0.6
degrees. It is possible that the more distant objects have
a different inclination distribution, however. If we fit
only the 27 multi-opposition objects with a > 150 AU
and q > 30 AU, we find a best-fit of σ = 15± 2 degrees,
consistent with the larger sample. Finally we examine
just the 14 objects with a > 230 AU and q > 30 AU.
Here we find a slightly lower inclination distribution of
σ = 11+3
−2 degrees. In the significance analysis below, a
narrower inclination distribution will make a given pole
position clustering appear more significant, as a narrow
inclination distribution is less likely to have an average
far from the ecliptic pole. Thus, to be conservative, we
use σ = 16 degrees - larger than any of the best fit values
– as our assumed inclination distribution.
With the full probability distribution calculated, we
now perform 1.6 million iterations where we randomly
choose a longitude of perihelion and a pole position from
the probability distribution function for each of the 14
objects and calculate the average of those 14 objects in
(x, y, p, q) space. We perform a four-dimensional analog
to the ellipse fitting of Figs. 1 & 2 and find that only
99.8% of iterations have an average as extreme at the
real measured values of the distant objects. This num-
ber corresponds to a probability of finding the combined
longitude of perihelion and pole cluster of only 0.2%.
5. COMPARISON TO OSSOS
The OSSOS observations of 4 distant KBOs have been
suggested to be consistent with a uniform distribution of
longitudes of perihelion (Shankman et al. 2017). We ex-
amine whether the severe observational selection effects
of OSSOS coupled with the small number of distant ob-
jects discovered might prevent them from detecting the
longitude of perihelion clustering seen here.
Figure 4 shows the (x, y) positions of the 4 OSSOS ob-
jects (blue points). These objects have an average (x, y)
of (−0.14, 0.24), corresponding to an average longitude of
perihelion of 140 degrees (red point), similar to the aver-
age (x, y) value from the full dataset of 14 objects (green
point). To understand the biases for these objects from
the OSSOS survey alone we use the method developed
above. We create longitude of perihelion bias distribu-
tions for the 4 distant OSSOS discovered objects using
only the KBOs discovered in the OSSOS survey as our
observational set. Because of the limited range of ecliptic
longitudes of OSSOS the biases for the individual objects
are significantly more severe than found when using the
complete catalog set. We then perform 100,000 random
iterations as above, where we randomly select longitudes
of perihelion for the 4 OSSOS objects from the bias dis-
tribution develeoped from the full set of OSSOS objects.
Figure 4a shows the average (x, y) position of the 4 ob-
jects from each of the 100,000 iterations. Where similar
results for the full dataset showed a smooth distributions
of points (Fig 1b), the distribution here is quite clumpy.
This clumpiness is driven by the strong biases in the po-
tential discovery longitudes of perihelion in the OSSOS
survey and the small number of objects being averaged.
In spite of this clumpiness, it can be seen that a strong
bias exists for the average longitude of perihelion to be
somewhere along an axis from ∼45 degrees to ∼225 de-
grees. Interestingly, the mean (x, y) position of the 4
OSSOS discoveries is displaced in the orthogonal direc-
tion to the strong biases. A two-dimensional ellipse is
a poor representation of the spread of the data in this
6case, so we instead draw contours enclosing the regions
of highest density. We find that only 15% of the ran-
dom iterations are more strongly clustered than the four
real objects, an approximately 1σ effect. These four ob-
jects cluster approximately in the same direction as the
clustering seen in the full dataset.
Shankman et al. (2017) calculate biases differently.
Rather than evaluate the biases on an object-by-object
basis, considering the specific orbital elements of each ob-
ject, they instead assume a specific distribution for the
orbital elements of distant objects and generate biases for
this assumed distribution. We evaluate how this alter-
nate method affects the longitude of perihelion bias. We
use the reported OSSOS derived average bias function of
Shankman et al. (2017) and repeat our analysis with a
separate set of average (x, y) positions found in 100,000
iterations (Fig 4b). This average set of (x, y) positions is
smoother, as expected from using a single average bias,
though with approximately the same overall distribution
as above. Here we find that the OSSOS observed clus-
tering is no longer significant, as the random spread in
longitude of perihelion has increased to be larger than
the measured clustering. More importantly we find that
even if a clustering as strong as that observed in the full
data set were present (green point in Fig. 4), it could
only be detected at the 65% confidence level. That is,
the uncertainties in the measurement of clustering from
the OSSOS data are so large that OSSOS would not be
capable of confidently detecting the clustering seen in
the larger data set even if it were real and present in the
OSSOS data. Because of the limited survey region and
small number of detected objects, OSSOS observations
are equally consistent with being drawn from a uniform
distribution of longitudes of perihelion and with being
clustered in longitude of perihelion as strongly as seen
in the ensemble data. No conclusions on clustering of
longitude of perihelion observed in the complete dataset
can be drawn from the OSSOS data.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Fully taking into account the biases in longitude of
perihelion, inclination, and longitude of ascending node,
the probability that the 14 known KBOs with semimajor
axes beyond 230 AU would be clustered as strongly as
currently observed due only to a combination of obser-
vational bias and random chance is only 0.2%. While it
remains true that the OSSOS survey is consistent with a
uniform distribution of these parameters, we have shown
that the severe longitudinal bias of the OSSOS survey
renders it insensitive to the clustering observed in the
more evenly distributed surveys. While the existence of
Planet Nine remains the only current hypothesis for the
explanation of this clustering (Batygin & Brown 2016),
we have shown that the joint clustering in longitude of
perihelion and pole position of the distant KBOs is nearly
indisputable, regardless of the existence of Planet Nine.
If Planet Nine is not responsible for this clustering new
dynamical processes need to be found in the outer solar
system.
We would like to thank the referee for an insightful
question which lead to a significant improvement in this
analysis. Discussions with David Gerdes, Matt Holman,
Chad Trujillo, and Elizabeth Bailey helped to shape
these arguments.
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